
Telescoping Pole – Proper Opening Instructions

To open and extend the Parelli Telescoping Pole, remove pole from box.  Note 
that there is a brown cap on one end and a black cap on the other end.  Remove 
BROWN cap and tip slightly downward, allowing the extendable sections to slide 
out at a manageable speed.  

Do NOT open the BLACK cap, as this will result in the contents of the pole 
falling out in reverse order.  If this does occur, there is a process to putting the 
Telescoping Pole back together. Start with the largest section and place the next-
largest section inside it, then the next largest, and so on.  Continue with this 
process until you insert the eyelet section.  Once these pieces are in place, replace 
black cap on end.  

If these instructions are not followed, we cannot accept returns. 

Care and Use Instructions

The Telescoping Parelli Pole is a refined horsemanship tool and as such requires 
care to remain in optimum operating condition. Most importantly, DO NOT 
place the pole on the ground. Dirt will get lodged in the pole sleeves and cause 
it to seize up. As a refining tool, the pole is not meant to sustain impact, so NO 
HITTING horses, objects or your friends! Take care and use the pole as a tool of 
 suggestion and like your horsemanship, it will serve your needs faithfully. Mis-
use of tool per care and use instructions will void warranty.
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